
Second Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/40  __/__/20__

If they ____________ to remain in their own quarters, he ____________
them a visit there the next day.
1.

(prefer) (pay)

The owners of the field ____________________ them, if they _______ to
try.
2.

(not/prevent) (be)

I ________________ so much if it _______ only myself.3. (not/mind) (be)

Because if I __________ to do it, anyone else ______________…4.
(learn) (learn)

If I _________ like him, I ________ sad.5. (look) (be)

The kind of a child that, if you _______ his nose, milk
_________________!
6.

(blow) (come out)

He swore if I _________ again about going with him he __________ me.7.
(talk) (kill)

If we ______ children they _____________ a chance.8. (have) (have)

He _______________ me, if he _______.9. (not/let) (know)

__________________ if you _______ back to work in my shop?10.
(how/it/be/?) (come)

If life ____________ such horrors she _____________ done with it.11.
(contain) (have)

He ______________ if the black ship __________ or not.12.
(find out) (exist)

If you ___________ them it might cause a dangerous fight, which the
Roman sword _______________.
13.

(attack) (finish)

If success ___________ our efforts here, science too _____________ by
it.
14.

(attend) (gain)
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You ______________ more surly if you ________.15. (not/be) (try)

They do not know just what we need, and if we ______ the money we
___________ better for ourselves.
16.

(have) (do)

To pass this man with a casual glance, one might imagine him to be
convulsed with laughter, but a second look _______________ a shuddering
acknowledgment, that if such an expression _______ indicative of merriment,
the merriment must be that of a demon.

17.

(induce) (be)

If you _______ gentle and quiet, your husband _____________ you with
him to the village.
18.

(be) (take)

I ________ a little careful, if I _______ you.19. (be) (be)

It ______________ you right if I never _______ your tie for you again.20.
(serve) (tie)
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